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DEDUPLICATION BASICS 

QUESTION: What is dedupe?  
ANSWER: Here's the SNIA (Storage Networking Industry Association) definition: Data deduplication is the 
process of examining a data set or I/O stream at the subfile level and storing and/or sending only unique 
data. The definition of a duplicate is predicated upon the method used to evaluate, identify, track, and avoid 
duplication. The deduplication process includes updating tracking information, storing and/or transmitting 
data that is new and unique, and disregarding any data that is a duplicate.  
 
QUESTION: Could you please explain what dedupe is all about and how one can benefit from it in the 
existing environment?  
ANSWER: Dedupe is a process that is run on an appliance that identifies blocks that are exactly the same, 
and only stores one version of those blocks. This means that if you have several files that are identical, you 
end up storing only one version of each of the blocks. This frees up the rest of the space for other uses. 
Depending on the type of data you have, you can see a large reduction in the space needed to store it.  
 
QUESTION: My understanding about dedupe is that you keep one instance of a data block. Is that correct?  
ANSWER: Yes, you are correct.  
 
QUESTION: Is NetApp dedupe in line or in the background? In other words, if my backup app stores backup 
files will they be deduped as they are written or will I require space for the entire backup job?  
ANSWER: NetApp dedupe runs as a background process and the system can perform any other operation 
during this process.  
 
QUESTION: Can you please explain what NetApp® deduplication is and where I can get some info?  
ANSWER: See above for some good explanations. You can also refer to netapp.com, Platform OS, 
deduplication. You’ll find a good overview at http://www.netapp.com/us/products/platform-os/dedupe.html. 
  
QUESTION: Which resource or resources do you recommend for comparing various appliances or backup 
deduplicating products? Is there anything in the academic field or from foundations?  
ANSWER: There is no substitute for using your own data when comparing dedupe solutions. NetApp offers 
an estimator software tool that runs on Windows® and Linux® that enables customers to estimate results 
without needing to install an appliance. Please contact your local NetApp SE or channel partner SE for more 
info. In addition, NetApp is working within SNIA as the founding member of the Data Deduplication and 
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Space Reduction (DDSR) group to provide information to anyone interested in dedupe technology and 
solutions. See www.snia.org. 
 
QUESTION: Does dedupe only work on the block level? Can it be used on CIFS or NFS volumes for file-
level deduplication?  
ANSWER: Deduplication works on CIFS as well as NFS volumes; it's protocol agnostic. It is more granular 
than file-level deduplication and will deduplicate blocks in files and any other duplicate data blocks within the 
volume. 
 
 
QUESTION: is there anything you can say about how dedupe is going to evolve in the future?  
ANSWER: We believe that dedupe will become an integral component of all enterprise storage systems. 
Deduplication will likely evolve into a background process that runs "all the time" as a housekeeping task.  
 

 

INSTALLATION / CONFIGURATION QUESTIONS 

QUESTION: Can dedupe run on a SnapMirror® volume to test the space savings? I assume we would need 
to break the mirror, run it, turn it off, and then reestablish the mirror.  
ANSWER: Yes, this is actually a great way to test and validate the effect of dedupe.  
 
QUESTION: Does deduplication work for everything that the NetApp appliance serves (CIFS, LUNs for 
VMware®, etc.)?  
ANSWER: Yes. NetApp dedupe is protocol and application agnostic.  
 
QUESTION: What is the minimum recommended version of Data ONTAP for FAS dedupe and on which 
system platforms can FAS dedupe be enabled?  
ANSWER: Data ONTAP 7.2.4 is the minimum. Dedupe can be used on any FAS2000/3000/6000 or R200 
system. 
 
QUESTION: How can I turn on NetApp deduplication?  
ANSWER: The first step is to apply the license on your system. After that you just need to turn it on for the 
volume.  
 
QUESTION: We are currently running Data ONTAP version 6.57 on our R200. What are the requirements 
for utilizing deduplication on the R200 firmware version/Data ONTAP version, etc.?  
ANSWER: You need to run Data ONTAP 7.2.4. You can contact the Technical Support Center for specific 
information on what additional software upgrades will be required for your specific platform. You can also 
use the release upgrade reference material on NOW™ (NetApp on the Web) at http://now.netapp.com. 
 
QUESTION: I am planning to upgrade Data ONTAP from 7.2.2 to 7.2.4 to enable dedupe. Does dedupe 
happen online automatically?  
ANSWER: It does not happen automatically. You will need to get the appropriate license ($0 license); 
contact your NetApp sales rep or partner for that. Once the license is installed you can turn dedupe '’on'’ per 
volume. Please see the Data ONTAP manuals on our NOW site for specific instructions.  
 
QUESTION: We are running Data ONTAP 7.2.1, but were told it might be better to wait for 7.3 to enable 
dedupe. Would you agree? We have some volumes over 1TB.  
ANSWER: You can run dedupe on Data ONTAP 7.2.4. You should consult the documentation online at 
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http://now.netapp.com and/or contact the Technical Support Center for guidance on your specific 
configuration (platform, workload, firmware, etc.).  
 
QUESTION: I use Data ONTAP 7.0.5. Is the dedupe functionality free with the 7.2.4 upgrade?  
ANSWER: Yes, both the dedupe and the NearStore® licenses are free. The supported systems are 
FAS2000/3000/6000 and R200. 
 
QUESTION: Can I enable NetApp dedupe on my FAS270s and FAS960s?  
ANSWER: Dedupe is supported only on the R200 and the FAS2000, FAS3000, and FAS6000 series 
platforms.  
 
QUESTION: We have recently installed our first NetApp device (a FAS2020) and are just starting to deploy 
it. How do we install the dedupe app (we purchased it with the system) and should we do it before we start 
using the system daily?  
ANSWER: Simply add the license, enable the volume, and decide how often you want to run deduplication. 
It is better if you do this before you put the system into daily use, though you can start running dedupe at 
any time.  
 
QUESTION: I was told that deduplication is a feature that is free on NetApp appliances but that it requires a 
license key. Is this true and, if so, where do I get the license key?  
ANSWER: The NetApp deduplication for FAS license is free. The NearStore license that is required to run 
dedupe is also free. Please contact your NetApp sales rep to get the two required license keys to run 
dedupe. 
 
QUESTION: Is there a tool that helps you find out how much space can or will be saved with dedupe?  
ANSWER: Yes, we have a Space Savings Estimation Tool that is available from your NetApp or channel 
partner SE.  
 
QUESTION: How do you set up deduplication?  
ANSWER: 1) Add the license (license_add); 2) enable dedupe on volume(s) (sis on); and 3) schedule the 
dedupe process (sis start) 4). That’s it!  
 
QUESTION: Will deduplication be applied retroactively to all of the existing information on the volume or 
only to new information as it is written?  
ANSWER: New data will be deduped after enabling/scheduling dedupe on the volume. Existing data can be 
deduped by running a one-time manual command of "sis start –s."  
 
QUESTION: I have a FAS3020 in my disaster recovery site that I am using as a target for SnapMirror. I am 
thinking about making it a target for SnapVault® for long-term storage. Is there any problem running dedupe 
on an appliance that is used for two purposes?  
ANSWER: There’s no problem—you can choose the volume on which you want to run dedupe.  
 
QUESTION: How can I get the license for dedupe?  
ANSWER: Contact your local NetApp or VAR sales rep to order the license.  
 
QUESTION: If I have a volume that is 500GB and the volume has two LUNs that are 200GB each (100GB 
are free) and I run dedupe, I assume that the LUNs won't shrink. How will I get free space? Would I be able 
to fit in another 200GB LUN?  
ANSWER: If you use thin provisioning, you can shrink the LUNs and use this space for other uses like new 
LUNs.  
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QUESTION: Is there absolutely no cost, even in a clustered environment?  
ANSWER: Yes. Believe it or not, this is correct.  
 
QUESTION: We are currently running Data ONTAP 7.2.2 on our FAS3020 systems. We heard from another 
customer that the dedupe license is now free. Is this true? If so, do you have to be running the latest version 
of Data ONTAP and how do you go about obtaining the license(s)?  
ANSWER: Data ONTAP 7.2.4 is now the minimum version that supports deduplication. If you are running 
7.2.2 you will want to upgrade to 7.2.4 prior to installing the dedupe license. You can get both the dedupe 
and the required NearStore license from your NetApp sales rep.  
 
QUESTION: Can you run dedupe just to preview the space savings without actually implementing it?  
ANSWER: Not on the storage server. We have a space savings estimation tool to do that. Please feel free 
to talk to your account team to get that tool.  
 
QUESTION: Why do I need licenses when they are free?  
ANSWER: NetApp deduplication was originally targeted for near-line storage applications such as  D2D 
backup and data archival. Although more and more users are deduplicating primary storage applications, 
the NearStore license is still a requirement.  
 
QUESTION: I have a 4TB volume and have tried to dedupe but it's failed. I have 111GB of free space and 
would like to know how much free space is required to dedupe that volume. What percentage do we need?  
ANSWER: Deduplication creates fingerprint file metadata that requires 1% to 3% of the total volume size.  
 
QUESTION: Replication with dedupe seems like a no-brainer. Can I replicate smaller appliances (like 
remote offices) to a larger one at our data center?  
ANSWER: Yes. The replication destination will automatically inherit all deduplication.  
 
QUESTION: I've heard that turning on dedupe in a volume does not have much immediate impact if there 
are existing volume Snapshot™ copies. Is that true?  
ANSWER: The best practice is to expire Snapshot copies, then dedupe the active file system. Otherwise, 
the space will be reclaimed as Snapshot copies expire.  
 

 

DOES NETAPP DEDUPLICATION WORK WITH _____? 

QUESTION: Is it OK to run deduplication on Microsoft® Exchange or SQUESTIONL Server™ LUNS on 
NetApp?  
ANSWER: Yes, NetApp dedupe is application agnostic. Make sure the system can handle the extra 
workload. It’s also a good idea to test the data set for dupes with the space savings tool.  
 
QUESTION: is deduplication good for all types of data?  
ANSWER: It’s not good for images or compressed, encrypted files—very dense data files tend not to 
dedupe at a high ratio.  
 
QUESTION: Can you put deduplication on a SnapVault volume?  
ANSWER: Yes.  
 
QUESTION: Is there a document from IBM and/or Oracle that you can point us to that says their products 
are certified to work on a volume with deduplication?  
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ANSWER: NetApp deduplication is application agnostic. The IBM N-Series products have full support for 
deduplication.  
 
QUESTION: We are planning to implement Symantec® BackupExec™ as our backup app and back up to 
NetApp storage that we recently bought and then to tape. How will dedupe help this situation?  
ANSWER: If you have specific SLAs (service level agreements) around recovery, leveraging NetApp 
deduplication may help you keep more backups on near-line storage for restore versus having all data go to 
tape (offline media), which may extend your recovery time objective.  
 
QUESTION: Can dedupe be enabled on a SnapVault volume?  
ANSWER: Yes, dedupe can be enabled on SnapVault volumes for the baseline copy. Future releases will 
broaden full support of SnapVault.  
 
QUESTION: If I dedupe a SnapMirror volume or a qtree, does dedupe need to be enabled on the 
destination? Also, will the SnapMirror traffic be the deduped data or does it expand?  
ANSWER: With VSM, deduplication is performed only on the source volume. Since the source volume is 
replicated block for block to the VSM destination volume, this results in deduplication space savings at the 
source and the destination, as well as reduced bandwidth, during the replication data transfer. A NearStore 
license and a deduplication license are required on both the source and destination VSM volumes. With 
QUESTIONSM, deduplication can be enabled at the source volume, the destination volume, or both the 
source and destination volumes. If the QUESTIONSM source volume is deduplicated, you will not see any 
bandwidth savings, and the volume will be “undeduplicated” as it is stored at the destination. To deduplicate 
the destination, deduplication would need to be run on that volume after the QUESTIONSM data transfer.  
 
QUESTION: Will vFiler™ be supported for dedupe?  
ANSWER: That is going to be supported in an upcoming release.  
 
QUESTION: How is NetApp deduplication different from the dedupe that Oracle introduced in its Database 
11g? Is there any comparison available?  
ANSWER: Oracle's dedupe and compression are tuned for their environment. NetApp's deduplication works 
well across a number of different applications. It may even be possible to take advantage of both sets of 
technologies.  
 
QUESTION: Does dedupe work with V-Series?  
ANSWER: Deduplication is supported on V-Series systems in an upcoming release.  
 
QUESTION: Does deduplication work if I'm using a NetApp FAS2020 as a backup to disk destination (using 
CIFS) for Symantec BackupExec?  
ANSWER: Yes.  
 
QUESTION: I have volumes that I am deduping and mirroring with SnapMirror to a remote site. Is there a 
way to ensure that the dedupe process completed before SnapMirror runs so that I minimize WAN network 
traffic for the SnapMirror volume?  
ANSWER: Good question. Today you have to manually schedule SnapMirror to operate after dedupe is 
completed. The SIS Status command will tell you that dedupe has completed.  
 
QUESTION: Can I enable dedupe on a volume that is a destination for Open Systems SnapVault host 
backups?  
ANSWER: Yes.  
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QUESTION: I am using Symantec NetBackup™ 6.5 and wonder if dedupe can be started from it?  
ANSWER: It can’t be started directly from the NetBackup console, but it can be scripted to run after the 
NetBackup jobs complete.  
 
QUESTION: Can dedupe run on Microsoft Exchange databases?  
ANSWER: Yes, but we recommend that you test first to make sure that your system has adequate 
performance headroom to support dedupe.  
 
QUESTION: Is there an advantage to using NetBackup over BackupExec when backing up data to a 
NearStore when dedupe has been enabled?  
ANSWER: No. Because NetApp dedupe is application agnostic there is no real advantage or disadvantage 
to using either one.  
 
QUESTION: Can dedupe work on Exchange databases and log files, even though they are locked by the 
store.exe process?  
ANSWER: Yes, it will work, but the space savings and performance impact will vary based on specific use. 
We therefore recommend analyzing the benefits in a test environment.  
 
QUESTION: If we use dedupe in a Domino environment, what kind of reduction in space usage can we 
expect?  
ANSWER: We don't have data for that. Savings is data set dependent, so please run this in your test 
environment first to estimate the space savings.  
 
QUESTION: Can we use deduplication on our Oracle® database? On ASM volumes?  
ANSWER: Yes, you can, but the space savings and performance impact will vary based on specific use.  
 
QUESTION: In reference to my question "Since all data blocks on the destination appliance are locked by 
Snapshot copies (all the time), would there be a benefit to turning on dedupe on that destination 
appliance?", you missed answering the part under Data ONTAP version 7.2.4. Would you ANSWER it now?  
ANSWER: If you use QUESTIONSM, dedupe can be run on the destination volume and will be unaffected 
by Snapshot copies. This is covered in the deployment guide TR-3505.  
 
QUESTION: Would you recommend using dedupe on a volume used for Oracle databases or ClearCase 
VOBs/Views?  
ANSWER: Dedupe can be used on any application, but we advise pretesting to make sure there is 
adequate performance headroom and adequate space savings.  
 
QUESTION: How does dedupe work with encrypted data, for example, via a Decru device? Can it be used?  
ANSWER: Yes, it can be used but (as with all forms of dedupe) the space savings will be negligible if you’re 
trying to dedupe encrypted data. If you are using Decru to encrypt tapes, just put the NetApp DataFort in 
front of the tape library and everything will work normally.  
 
QUESTION: You state that you can use dedupe with SnapVault volumes. I thought that when a SnapVault 
volume was mirrored it exploded the blocks. In what version of Data ONTAP did this get fixed? 
ANSWER: You can run dedupe on the SnapVault secondary volume. That way you have additional space 
savings over and above any savings you get from standard SnapVault backups.  
 
QUESTION: Autodesk changed its file format with AutoCAD 2007, which "scrambles" data during a save. 
I've heard that a lot of deduplication and WAN optimization products are having problems with this file 
format. Is NetApp affected by this issue?  
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ANSWER: Any form of deduplication depends on the ability to find duplicates. Scrambled data will reduce 
the ability to deduplicate. We suggest running the Space Savings Estimation Tool on any application data 
set before implementing NetApp deduplication to verify the savings you will see. Your local SE can provide 
this tool. 
 

 

NETAPP DEDUPLICATION AND PRIMARY STORAGE 

QUESTION: Dedupe requires NearStore and NearStore changes the file structure according to the License 
Install. Should this be installed on the production appliances?  
ANSWER: The NearStore license only increases the number of streams that are supported on a FAS 
system. The license does not change the personality of the system. The best practice is to not mix backup 
and primary workloads on the same system. The NearStore and dedupe licenses can be installed and used 
on primary production storage systems.  
 
QUESTION: Can the deduplication software be used with live data? In the past it was used only for backup 
systems, or am I mistaken?  
ANSWER: NetApp deduplication for FAS can be used with light-duty primary storage ("live data") as well as 
archival and backup data. Later this year, NetApp plans to release dedupe for VTL, which will be optimized 
for backup workloads.  
 
QUESTION: How does dedupe affect performance on primary storage?  
ANSWER: NetApp deduplication has very limited performance impact on primary storage, which is a key 
advantage for low transactional data.  
 
QUESTION: In the SnapMirror Best Practices Guide, TR-3446, on page 25, section 4.5, the last sentence in 
the first paragraph states that the NearStore Personality should not be installed on a system that is running 
primary application loads. NearStore and dedupe have to be licensed on the primary storage appliance if 
they are to be replicated to another storage appliance in DR. Is this a contradiction I should be concerned 
about?  
ANSWER: There is nothing to be concerned with. The NearStore requirement is a FAS-dedupe 
requirement, period. NearStore and dedupe are both supported in light-duty primary apps. 
 
QUESTION: I am interested in deduplicating primary data. I looked at your slides and the suggestion seems 
to be to only do it on light-use primary storage. Why is that?  
ANSWER: Deduplication requires system resources. The storage system should have adequate 
performance headroom to accommodate the resources required for deduplication. Refer to the NetApp 
Deduplication Deployment and Implementation Guide (TR-3505) for more details.  
 
QUESTION: Can you turn on dedupe on a volume that is already in use? What are the things to watch for 
while turning it on in a machine that is running at ~60% duty cycle with a primary load of CIFS and iSCSI?  
ANSWER: Dedupe can be enabled on a volume already in use. However, it is advisable to schedule dedupe 
when the volume is lightly loaded. There is a 10% impact on writes in a dedupe volume.  
 
QUESTION: In an earlier ANSWER you stated that "NetApp deduplication for FAS can be used with light-
duty primary storage." Can you define light-duty primary storage?  
ANSWER: Please contact you NetApp account team for more detail.  
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QUESTION: If we turn on SIS on our production user home drives, which have about 1.5TB worth of data, 
how much of a hit will the users see? Should we turn it on over the weekend to run with the current data?  
ANSWER: There is a 10% hit in Write on deduped volumes. Deduplication activity (the process of 
eliminating duplicate data) can be scheduled to run when not much activity is taking place in the volume.  
 
QUESTION: Is light duty determined by the number of IOPS the volume is performing?  
ANSWER: Light duty is when there is adequate performance headroom on a system and off-peak 
processing time hours are available.  
 
QUESTION: Our 3040 has shares and Oracle Databases on it. Will there be any performance impact on the 
Oracle Databases if the NearStore/dedupe license is enabled?  
ANSWER: Just enabling the license does not have any performance impact. Enabling dedupe on the 
volume may have some impact.  
 
QUESTION: NetApp deduplication for FAS can be used with light-duty primary storage (live data) as well as 
archival and backup data. Later this year, NetApp plans to release dedupe for VTL, which will be optimized 
for backup workloads. Does that mean we can't use dedupe for production VMware servers?  
ANSWER: You can use dedupe but it depends on the workload. We define light duty as 1) enough 
headroom to add dedupe to the system, or 2) having the ability to run dedupe during off-peak times. One 
way to achieve space savings in a heavily used VMware environment is to use NetApp primary storage 
along with Snapshot copies, mirroring, and dedupe for the DR copies.  
 
QUESTION: I have normally associated dedupe with backing up or syncing data with a remote storage 
array. But I may be confusing dedupe with block-level change-based backup or replication. Am I hearing that 
dedupe can be run on my current single, live appliance in my primary (or only) data center? Will it reduce my 
storage footprint?  
ANSWER: You ask a great question. The fact is that NetApp is the only vendor that allows you to run 
deduplication on your primary storage as well but also to select which volumes you want dedupe to run 
upon. Its the most flexible of all the dedupe solutions. So, depending on the data types, you may reduce 
your overall storage footprint with NetApp deduplication.  
 

 

VMWARE AND NETAPP DEDUPLICATION 

QUESTION: I am using ESX 3.5 on NetApp and wonder how dedupe presents the new free space to ESX.  
ANSWER: Free space will be made available to the NetApp volume and will be available to the storage 
administrator.  
 
QUESTION: I heard that there are compatibility problems with dedupe and VMware. Is dedupe supported by 
VMware?  
ANSWER: Deduplication is independent of the application and runs on NetApp storage. We have some 
case studies on NetApp.com in which customers are running dedupe in the VMware environment.  
 
QUESTION: I am new to NetApp. Is the deduplication option free and does it work with Windows File Server 
virtual machines (VMware)?  
ANSWER: NetApp deduplication for FAS is free and works with all supported protocols, including 
NFS/CIFS. It also works for LUNs connected via Ethernet/iSCSI and over Fibre Channel.  
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QUESTION: When I enable dedupe on a flexible volume that contains a LUN presented to an ESX server, 
where will I see the space savings?  
ANSWER: You will see it on the flexible volume/aggregate. This free space can be used by the storage 
administrator the way he/she wants.  
 
QUESTION: Is there a command in Data ONTAP that can compare two files in a deduped volume and 
report the percentage of the blocks they share? I want to measure how changes to my VMDK files are 
affecting the deduplication.  
ANSWER: No such command is available at this time. But if you have only two files in the volume, you can 
use the volume-wide space saving commands.  
 
QUESTION: I noticed on the dedupe calculator that a large savings can be seen on VMware. Is that due to 
the common OS files or something else? How does deduplication impact performance in such situations?  
ANSWER: A majority of savings in VMware environments is due to the multiple copies of the OS files in 
addition to the empty space in virtual disk files. We have many customers who are successfully running 
NetApp dedupe in their VMware environments without any significant impact on performance.  
 
QUESTION: I am planning to use NetApp as backed for VDI. There are hundred of VDI clients of the same 
OS image. I am wondering what the impact will be on storage performance when I use dedupe on VDI 
images.  
ANSWER: Many of our customers are doing this, and we have not seen any performance impact because 
of it. 
 
QUESTION: This is a follow-up to a previous question asked about ESX 3.5. If the storage is presented as 
nfs, is the saved space added back to the nfs volume, which ESX in turn could use?  
ANSWER: Yes. If you provision your VMware environment on ESX, the saved space is returned to the 
volume and ESX can take advantage of that additional space.  
 
QUESTION: My question is about flexible volume size. If we have a FAS6070, with a max size of 16TB, how 
much of that space is usable for VMDKs? How much is given to dedupe? Since I need to replicate, do I 
need space for that too?  
ANSWER: Deduplication adds about 1% to 3% overhead on volume usage, which is compensated for by 
the potential space savings achieved. Besides that, all of the usable space is available for VMDKs or other 
user data. No additional space is needed on the source for replication.  
 
QUESTION: I have a NetApp 3020 with iSCSI and VMware ESX. There is one LUN per volume and each 
LUN is configured as a VMFS volume. Each LUN contains up to 25 VMs. Can I run dedupe on this and get 
the full benefits of the reduction, or should I move the entire environment to NFS to get the benefits?  
ANSWER: We are protocol agnostic. NFS may or may not be better, it’s hard to say. You should deploy 
your VMware solution to meet your virtualization needs, not necessarily just for space savings.  
 
QUESTION: Why does dedupe reportedly work so well on VMware? Is it the common OS files or some 
other reason? If it's dedupe VMware guest OS files, how does that affect performance?  
ANSWER: Dedupe works great for VMware VMDKs because they typically use the same OS and have lots 
of duplicate data.  
 
QUESTION: If I have multiple VMs (Windows servers) with their OSs all on the same volume, would dedupe 
buy me much value for each of the almost identical Windows OS files? If this is more efficient, what would 
be the disadvantages of placing multiple VM OSs on the same volume to take advantage of dedupe space 
savings?  
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ANSWER: Since most of the Windows OS is redundant, FAS dedupe would save a significant amount of 
space.  
 
QUESTION: I’m boggled by the earlier live data question. We currently use NetApp to serve live data (CIFS 
and LUNS for VMware) production. That's the whole purpose of our NetApp appliance. Can we use dedupe 
to save space?  
ANSWER: Live data is certainly supported in production environments. Dedupe does take some system 
resources, so if you have a performance-sensitive environment we recommend you test this out first or 
contact your field rep for sizing help.  
 
QUESTION: From a VMware perspective, which access method—block or file—provides more available 
space?  
ANSWER: FAS dedupe will run regardless of the protocol you choose for deployment. However, NFS allows 
you to use more of the NetApp disk space via ESX to deploy more VMs. If you’re using LUNs, ESX may not 
be able to see all the available disk space.  
 
QUESTION: The dedupe calculator shows a 70% decrease in space for VMware. What kind of performance 
impact does this have on the VMs and/or VMware servers?  
ANSWER: The performance impact will vary depending on your environment, but in general customers tell 
us impact is negligible.  
 
QUESTION: If I have a 16TB flexible volume (FAS6070) running Snapshot, figuring 100GB VMs, and I need 
to replicate, how much usable space do I have to store VMs?  
ANSWER: It depends on the frequency of the Snapshot copies, the change rate, and the type of data in the 
VMDKs (some things dedupe better than others). Contact your NetApp or partner SE for additional 
assistance in sizing your specific configuration.  
 
QUESTION: I am hearing somewhat conflicting statements in this chat regarding using dedupe for live data. 
Let's get specific. Should I dedupe my VMware volumes when I have 100+ VMDKs running in production? 
Also, since I'm running the NearStore Personality, am I taking an unnecessary performance hit?  
ANSWER: For your specific question, the ANSWER is yes. Dedupe is supported and we strongly 
recommend following the NetApp/VMware best practices for that. And since the deduplication performance 
impact may vary based on specific use, we do recommend analyzing the benefits in a test environment 
before deployment. Answering your second question, just enabling the NearStore Personality doesn't add 
any overhead to the system.  
 
QUESTION: I intend to use VMware using NFS with multiple virtual machines on a volume. I hope that 
dedupe will save me some disk there. How would you suggest taking Snapshot copies to optimize the disk 
space—using VMware VM- level Snapshot copies or NetApp volume-based Snapshot copies?  
ANSWER: Use NetApp volume-based Snapshot copies. As a best practice a Snapshot copy should be 
taken after dedupe is done.  
 
QUESTION: Will dedupe "scan" virtual machines that are stored on the appliance for file duplication?  
ANSWER: Yes.  
 
QUESTION: We are running VMware with the VMs on LUNs formatted as VMFS volumes rather than NFS 
volumes. We have as many as 25 VMs in any one LUN and each LUN is on its own volume. Can I still run 
dedupe on these LUNs effectively? Is there a significant performance impact?  
ANSWER: Yes, you can dedupe each LUN individually and see space savings. Most customers tell us they 
do not see any perceivable performance impact.  
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PERFORMANCE QUESTIONS 

QUESTION: What type of aggregate overhead does running dedupe add to the system?  
ANSWER: It adds about 1% to 3% per (deduplicated) volume on the aggregate.  
 
QUESTION: I think we need some space on that volume to dedupe. How much space do we need to make 
it happen?  
ANSWER: Three percent of the volume size is needed for dedupe to operate.  
 
QUESTION: How does dedupe work conceptually and what percent of system resources does it consume? 
How does it affect/change the data placement on the physical spindles?  
ANSWER: Dedupe finds duplicate data within the volume and shares it at the file system level. Data 
placement and resource utilization is dependent on the nature of the data set and the amount of duplication 
present in the data set. Resource utilization is also dependent on the hardware configuration.  
 
QUESTION: I plan to move CIFS data on my NetApp FAS270 to a storage array of some kind at a distant 
location. Assuming minimum T1 connectivity, an identical or similar NetApp appliance might be ideal, but at 
a perceived high cost. What are other options?  
ANSWER: Our FAS2020 is the replacement for FAS270 and supports dedupe. Check with your NetApp rep 
(or VAR) for pricing.  
 
QUESTION: I want to confirm how much the overhead on CPU will be when the dedupe process starts.  
ANSWER: It runs as a low-priority background process, so it works to minimize its impact on foreground 
work (that is, serving files).  
 
QUESTION: When will the 2TB limitation be addressed on FAS3050?  
ANSWER: We're actively working on this; it will be addressed in an upcoming release.  
 
QUESTION: Does NetApp recommend implementing dedupe in production environments?  
ANSWER: Yes, FAS dedupe is commonly used and supported in production.  
 
QUESTION: What is the performance hit when using deduplication?  
ANSWER: Deduplication is tightly integrated with Data ONTAP and the WAFL® file structure. Because of 
this, deduplication is performed with extreme efficiency. Complex hashing algorithms and look-up tables are 
not required. Instead, deduplication is able to leverage the internal characteristics of Data ONTAP to create 
and compare digital fingerprints, redirect data pointers, and free up redundant data areas, all with a minimal 
performance impact. See http://media.netapp.com/documents/tr-3505.pdf.  
 
QUESTION: If I were to turn on SIS in our production home directory volume, how much of a hit would users 
see? Our home directory has about 1.5TB.  
ANSWER: There is a 10% impact on writes and you will need to allow time for dedupe to complete to 
reclaim space.  
 
QUESTION: What are some best practices for running dedupe on LUNs that contain Exchange and 
SQUESTIONL data?  
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ANSWER: Savings and performance impact vary based on specific use. We therefore recommend 
measuring benefits in a test environment before deployment.  
 
QUESTION: How much overhead will the controller experience with dedupe turned on? Outside of 
scheduling, can the priority be set?  
ANSWER: Dedupe has about a 10% overhead on write performance. There is no mechanism to set priority 
dedupe processing.  
 
QUESTION: For a crude example, to house a 100GB LUN with 100% fractional reserve and 20% snap 
reserve, without dedupe I would allocate a 240GB flexible volume. It I turn on dedupe and the data shrinks 
down to 10GB, would I be able to safely reduce the volume size to 50G?  
ANSWER: No, you would not be able to reduce the volume size to 50G. Instead you could reduce it to 
150G.  
 
QUESTION: Is there a timeframe for dedupe capabilities to expand to the aggregate instead of the volume 
limit, for example, the 1TB limit on the FAS2050?  
ANSWER: This is being examined for a future release of Data ONTAP. You can contact your NetApp or 
partner account team for specifics.  
 
QUESTION: Where do you draw the line on live data deduplication between heavy-hit volume and light-hit 
volume?  
ANSWER: If the system deploying deduplication sustains heavy read/write activity without any off-peak 
hours for post processing, then we recommend not deploying deduplication on that system.  
 
QUESTION: Can one safely assume that there is a deduplication throttle adjustment similar to the one that 
exists for the RAID reconstruct, letting you throttle up/down as needed?  
ANSWER: The dedupe process runs as a low-priority background task. You can also use FlexShare™ to 
tune things further.  
 
QUESTION: Is there a limit on the number of flexible volumes on which dedupe can be enabled, or is the 
limitation device dependent?  
ANSWER: Eight concurrent volumes can be deduped, but there is no limit on the total number of volumes.  
 
QUESTION: What minimum recommended CPU headroom is needed for effective dedupe?  
ANSWER: The CPU tax on updates can be 3% to 10%. It's 0% on reads. The key is that you can schedule 
the dedupe process for low CPU utilization periods (if you have such a thing in your environment).  
 
QUESTION: I’ve read that the best practice is to not mix backup and primary workloads on the same 
system. Is this true of clustered units, i.e., 3020C? I wish to stage my backups to a volume on our unit.  
ANSWER: You should be able to mix these workloads without an issue. However, I recommend that you 
test this first to make sure the system is sized appropriately and that you do not impact performance on the 
primary workload.  
 

 

MISCELLANEOUS 

QUESTION: I plan to upgrade Data ONTAP from 7.2.2 to 7.2.4. I’m wondering if the dedupe will happen 
online.  
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ANSWER: Yes, dedupe operations will work as is—no special operations will be needed. If you have 
anything specific in mind, let me know.  
 
QUESTION: FAS3020 has a dedupe limit of 1TB. If I have a volume that is larger than 1TB and shrink it 
below 1TB, will I be able to enable dedupe?  
ANSWER: Dedupe cannot be enabled on a volume that has been shrunk. You have to create a fresh 1TB 
volume.  
 
QUESTION: When will dedupe be available for volumes over 1TB?  
ANSWER: The dense/dedupe flexible volume size varies by system platform. NetApp currently supports 
dense volume sizes up to 16TB on the FAS6000 platforms.  
 
QUESTION: When will Data ONTAP 7.3.1 come out and will it still allow aggregate-level dedupe with 16TB 
volumes?   
ANSWER: Version 7.3.1 is targeted for release late this year. NetApp is targeting a number of dedupe 
enhancements for this release.  
 
QUESTION: How does NetApp's deduplication strategy fit in with optimization partners such as Riverbed?  
ANSWER: NetApp deduplication primarily targets storage efficiency while partners such as Riverbed 
primarily focus on reducing bandwidth.  
 
QUESTION: In a nutshell, what are the main reasons for looking at deduplication?  
ANSWER: The main reasons are to gain storage space and associated cost savings (power, rack, etc.).  
 
 
QUESTION: Can you explain the algorithm by which you determine which objects are duplicates?  
ANSWER: We compare the fingerprints first. If they match, then we perform a byte-by-byte comparison and, 
if that matches, then we share the blocks.  
 
QUESTION: I’ve heard a lot of buzz about dedupe from EMC. How does the NetApp solution compare?  
ANSWER: NetApp is focused on a general-purpose integrated dedupe solution. Unlike EMC we support 
both primary and secondary storage workloads in a single system. Dedupe is also supported from entry to 
enterprise systems with NetApp.  
 
QUESTION: In the deduplication description duplicate data objects are referenced. What exactly are these?  
ANSWER: They are data blocks or data storage units in our Data ONTAP OS.  
 
QUESTION: Are you considering adding compression to dedupe? Most other solutions have compression, 
and at 2:1 compression you can double your capacity.  
ANSWER: We're evaluating what the impact and improvement would be with compression. No decision has 
been made on this as yet.  
 
QUESTION: Why is your postprocess deduplication product better than the in-line deduplication products?  
ANSWER: Our customers are concerned about the total space savings we can deliver and at what 
performance level, not so much with an in-line vs. postprocess dedupe debate. There is no right ANSWER—
it depends on the workload. Also, the total space savings typically encompass more than just dedupe alone, 
such as FlexClone® volumes, Snapshot copies, RAID-DP™, etc.  
 
QUESTION: Is there an update on dedupe for VTL?  
ANSWER: NetApp’s plans for VTL (Virtual Tape Library) deduplication were announced in March 2008. 
Deduplication, which is free of charge to customers as an inherent feature in all NetApp storage systems, 
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will also be free when it is extended to NetApp’s VTL offering later this year. The deduplication option for 
NearStore VTL will dramatically reduce the cost of storing backups on disk by providing effective storage 
capacities that are greater than today's systems. Learn more at 
http://www.netapp.com/us/company/news/news-rel-20080331.html.   
 
QUESTION: When will dedupe be available for volumes over 3TB on the FAS304? Our current Data 
ONTAP version limit is 3TB.  
ANSWER: Volume sizes will increase in our upcoming release due out later this year.  
 
QUESTION: What is the status of Data ONTAP 7.3?  
ANSWER: RC1 is currently posted on the NOW site.  
 
QUESTION: How does the NetApp way of doing deduplication compare with the method that Data Domain 
uses?  
ANSWER: Data Domain is focused on in-line dedupe for backup and archive workloads. It is optimized for 
streaming workloads. NetApp deduplication works for a wide range of workloads including backup and can 
even work for primary storage.  
 
QUESTION: If I create a file named foo - 1G and try to copy the same file as foo2, with SIS enabled on that 
volume, will I see any space saving?  
ANSWER: You will see savings after the next run of the dedupe process.  
 
QUESTION: You said earlier that dedupe finds duplicate data within the volume and shares it at the file 
system level. Is this data made up of duplicate files, duplicate blocks, or something else? If I had 100 million 
unique files would dedupe help?  
ANSWER: FAS dedupe is application/file agnostic. It looks for duplicate blocks within the volume.  
 
QUESTION: Are there any ROIs currently available for NetApp deduplication?  
ANSWER: Refer to our dedupe calculator for ROI info at www.dedupecalc.com.  
 
QUESTION: If we have LUNS set to space-reserved, will we see any improvement from dedupe?  
ANSWER: You will have additional space for Snapshot copies of those LUNs.  
 
QUESTION: Does dedupe have any limitation with LUN storage? For example, can it be implemented with 
thin provisioning?  
ANSWER: NetApp deduplication operates regardless of protocol. However, LUNs are a somewhat special 
case because of reservations and space guarantees. The default mode of deduplication and LUNs is to 
apply any space savings to the Snapshot reserve area. However, if LUN space guarantees are disabled and 
the Snapshot reserve is set to zero, LUNs can be deduplicated and thin provisioned.  
 
QUESTION: Can you disable dedupe once it's enabled? Can dedupe be enabled/disabled per aggregate, 
volume, etc., or only per storage device?  
ANSWER: You can disable dedupe after it is enabled. Dedupe can be enabled/disabled at the flexible 
volume level only.  
 
QUESTION: Do you have any records of data loss due to dedupe?  
ANSWER: No, there has never been a data loss event as a result of using NetApp dedupe.  
 
QUESTION: Where can I find the technical documentation for dedupe on the NetApp site?  
ANSWER: Refer to TR-3505 in the NetApp tech library at http://media.netapp.com/documents/tr-3505.pdf. 
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QUESTION: Is there a way to scan existing data before turning on the dedupe process to see how much 
space will be saved?  
ANSWER: No, but there is a space savings estimation tool that does that. It is available on NOW. You can 
also speak to your NetApp account team about this.  
 
QUESTION: Deduping a LUN (using dedupe on a VMware server) produced unexpected results. For 
example, a space-guaranteed LUN of 100GB does not dedupe or reduce size until real data is written. If I 
write 50G to the LUN, a portion of the 50G is deduplicated. Should I write 000000 to the LUN from the host 
side? Is this a good practice? Further, if I write 0000 on the VMFS system, will there be any benefit to writing 
00000 to the host VM that resides on that system?  
ANSWER: Doing dedupe on LUNs when you're not thinly provisioned only makes additional space available 
for Snapshot copies of that LUN. We recently posted a document on the Dedupe Community on 
www.netapp.com that discusses some best practices for performing dedupe in LUN environments.  
 
QUESTION: Once a volume is deduped and you want to back it up, say, to a tape library, how is the space 
savings from the deduped blocks reflected on the tape?  
ANSWER: With backups to tape, the deduped data is "reinflated" before writing to the physical tape drive. 
This is required in order to store the backup data in a "native," non-dedupe format, which allows it to be 
restored from physical tape without the need to read it back via a dedupe-enabled storage system.  
 
QUESTION: Do you have any real-world metrics for the volume of space typically saved with particular 
types of data (office files, e-mail, image files, etc.)?  
ANSWER: Yes. Refer to the dedupe calculator for information on average space savings based on real-
world numbers. Go to www.dedupecalc.com. 
 
QUESTION: In a deduplication environment, what happens if a file (block) gets corrupted? Will all systems 
that are using that block experience issues?  
ANSWER: Data ONTAP has a number of mechanisms to detect and prevent block corruption, so there is no 
additional risk of corruption with dedupe.  
 
QUESTION: With respect to NDMP backups on a deduped volume, do the files get reinflated on the volume, 
then backed up to tape? Can you please explain how it works?  
ANSWER: The files don't get reinflated on the volume, but just reinflate as they are read off to tape. In short, 
no additional disk space will be required.  
 
QUESTION: Can dedupe be tested using the NetApp emulator instead of a production device?  
ANSWER: Yes. I have to say I've been testing against 7.3 on my simulator. Version 7.2.4 is posted on the 
NOW site. Obviously, you can get a good idea of the command set and operation but you will be limited on 
the size of the virtual disks and the processing power of your desktop/laptop. You can also use our dedupe 
estimation tools to get an idea of how a particular data set will dedupe if you were to enable dedupe on your 
production system. These tools run on Windows or *nix.  
 
QUESTION: Can you schedule dedupe to run only at specific times?  
ANSWER: Yes! The "sis config" command allows you to schedule sis run times.  
 
QUESTION: What is the risk factor in using deduplication?  
ANSWER: There is no risk of data loss because we do a complete byte-level verification before deduping.  
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